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Letters for parents of infants and toddlers: Letter 5

Babies and Play
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Wherever you see children they are playing.
They can't walk a sidewalk without making a
game of jumping cracks. They are fascinated by
sticks and stones, digging, rearranging wood piles

and kettles. They make-believe they're Bert or
Ernie, scary monsters, fire-fighters, doctors, or
mommies and daddies. They think trees are to

Beginning playful activity is in response to
your attention and guidance such as smiling,
talking, and fondling. Later babies imitate what
they see and hear in the home. Before long they
spontaneously create and organize their world
according to their view and satisfaction.

climb and boxes are to get into or fill. Play is fun.

Children spend much of their early years in
playful activity.

Adults are apt to think of play as aimless.
While it's interesting and enjoyable for children,

researchers confirm that play has purpose in a
child's development. How much parents talk to
and provide playful experiences for infants and
children is closely related to their later accomplishments.

Play is a child's work. Parents are their first
toys and teachers. They play and teach while
feeding, changing, and bathing the newborn. In
the first weeks of life playful activity with your

infant sets the stage for the most important
learning years of life.

Some Functions of Play
Play allows children to explore their surroundings. They have tremendous urges to explore everything because they have been looking
at out-of-reach objects for 6 or 10 months. With
your encouragement they can safely find out
about things. Infants discover and play with their
toes and fingers. Creepers want to touch, taste,

and move everything within reach. Toddlers
experiment again and again with shapes, colors,

sounds, and objects until they feel a sense of
mastery. Then it's on to something else.

Play helps children become social. Early
play is with parents or alone within your hearing

range. For toddlers and other children it's the

Why Children Play
Through play children discover the exciting
world they live in. It's hard for adults to realize
how new the world is for baby and how many
things there are to discover, imitate, and practice. Baby's playful activity leads through stages
marked by different interests and skill mastery.
The stages can be enriched with experiences but

setting for developing relationships with others.
Most parents expect young children to play and

share with other children more than they can.
Playing and learning from other babies or children of their age is important but don't expect
sharing or planning until about age three. Cooperative play grows slowly as feelings of security
about things that belong to them and their skills
develop.

they cannot be hurried much. The rate that
children try and master new things depends on
their readiness for a new adventure. As an exam-

ple, infants have their own schedule for sitting
up, crawling, pulling themselves up, and walk-

ing. Likewise they are interested in you as a
playmate before toys mean anything.
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Children learn to deal with emotions during play. Play helps them feel less helpless. From
6 months on, their curiosity and desire for "big-

ness" constantly frustrates them. They want
what they can't reach, want to carry packages
that are too heavy, and want to keep up with
children that are too fast for them. Experience

sing holding baby close. Playing with babies is
fun because it's so easy and they are so easily
pleased.

By 3 or 4 months. Babies take active pleas-

ure in bathing, splashing and kicking in the
water, and grasping at floating toys. Since they're
now reaching and grasping, strings of colorful

keeps proving how feeble and small they are. Play

beads, plastic rings, or soft dolls interest them.

is an opportunity to act out their confusion with
toys and materials that allow them to be happy,
successful, and loving. Play also allows them to
harmlessly act out frustration, anger, hostility,
and aggression. Before long they outgrow their
"smallness" and gain greater physical and emotional control.

Remember, what can now be picked up goes into
the mouth for sampling. Simple pictures of human

Children discover and express personal
interests through play. The spontaneous nature of play allows each child to set up play
activities of their choosing and to have full

the air, or tousling them on the bed. They want it
repeated over and over.
6 months to 1 year. A favorite game around
6 months is "Peek-a-Boo". They are delighted at
seeing your face one minute and gone behind two
hands the next. The mysterious reappearance of
your face is puzzling and helps baby grow. Now
baby's most interesting playthings appeal to the
senses of touch, taste, feeling, hearing, and also
strengthening muscles. Noise-making toys that

control. In the relaxed world of dropping spoons,
building blocks, and cuddly animals there are no

rigid rules preventing flights of imagination or
experimentation. They are free to make decisions
and organize familiar materials. It reinforces their
feelings of self-mastery and encourages interest in
activities that are fun and meaningful for them.

Play has an important role in physical
development. Babies want to grow bigger so
they can crawl, walk, run up and down stairs,
and grab things. This takes time and patience.

faces, their own feet, or a mirror image holds
their attention. Walk around with baby pointing

things out in your home. They'll enjoy their
playful parents gently saying "Boo!" and then
smiling and tickling them, jiggling them high in

jingle or make music when pushed or shaken,
sturdy rattles, musical balls, a spoon and pan, or
ankle and wrist bands with bells are engaging.
They'll play the game of "Drop It," which means
you repeatedly pick up and hand them objects.

From being unable to change positions at birth,

At this age they like putting things into

babies use a lot of energy in developing their

containers and taking them out. If you leave your
purse within reach it'll be empty in no time. Give
baby a plastic container or a large coffee can with
spoons, small blocks, clothespins, or wooden

bodies during the first year. Play materials help

strengthen the large muscles that control big
movements of the arms, legs, and whole body
first. Small muscles that control the hands and
fingers take longer to learn. That's why babies are
so messy when they are learning to eat.

How Do Children Play?
0-6 months. At first newborns are completely dependent on a loving caretaker to meet their
physical needs. Soon they want to be involved in

their new surroundings, especially with their
parents. Their first playing is with their eyes.
They enjoy colorful patterned sheets and a mobile above the crib. They are immediately aware
of sounds of little bells jingling on their booties as
they kick. Parents imitating their coos and gurgles and facial expressions prolong playful conver-

sations. Encourage your baby to play with your
fingers, face, or hair. Rock and sing or waltz and

spools for a busy time. Nests of boxes or cans can
be taken apart over and over. A couple of kettles

with lids provides practice in fitting things
together.

There's continuing interest in seeing themselves in a mirror. You can fasten an unbreakable
mirror at floor level so they can watch themselves
at play.

1 and 2 years. These years are marked by
increased curiosity and exploration. They practice their skills on busy-boards with doors that
open and shut, hooks and latches, or quiet books
featuring zippers, snaps, and buttons. Physically
active too, they'll pull out and push in drawers,
empty them and fill them again in their way. Put
away your prized possessions if you don't want
them to be the object of exploration and experimentation that could be disastrous.
Toddlers like new ways of doing things. They'll
roll clay into long worms, tiny balls, or stick it to
the wall if you're not alert. They're experimenting with trial and error solutions to problems. If
pulling a chair fails to move it, they'll likely try
pushing it.
As grasping skills increase toddlers work with

simple puzzles that have knob handles on the
pieces or use large crayons for marking. They

2 to 3 years. At this age toddlers are becoming increasingly independent and secure in their
physical movements and daily routines of eating,
dressing, toileting, and social relationships. They
still play independently beside other children or
alone. They're not yet sharing well but are apt to
compete with playmates for certain toys or imitate their behavior.
Signs of planning and goal setting are notice-

able in toddler activity. They may suddenly
decide to stack all the blocks in one corner or
empty the sand box. They tend to imitate adults
in pretend play. Dressing up, playing with tools,
or making lunch is common. Graciously accept
the offered block that is now a "cookie." Dress-up
clothes, housekeeping utensils, dolls, tools, cuddly toys, and various hats encourage the games of
pretend.
A variety of materials appeal to toddlers. For
exercising large muscles they'll build with blocks,
ride a small trike, play with large balls or wagons,
and climb around, under, over, and into places

that lend themselves to exploration. They become more deeply involved with small items:
snap trains, puzzles, nesting toys, and creative
materials such as crayons, clay, paint, and paste.

strengthen large muscles by climbing on blocks,

crawling through barrels, or into low kitchen
cupboards.

Imitation of others and make-believe play
begins about this age. They need household
utensils or play telephones, brooms, garden tools,
cars, dolls, and kitchen implements.

Babies are interested in turning book pages
and hearing selective stories. Toddler's longer
attention span promotes more serious interest in
stories and realistic pictures of people and animals. Talking about the stories encourages language development, imagination, and beginning
associations with numbers, colors, and shapes.
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Materials For Play
Because play is a way of learning, children
need materials suitable for their age and ability.
There is no reason to believe that expensive toys
have advantages over spoons, pie plates, pots and
pans, blocks of wood, or wrapping paper. With
its potential for variation crinkled wrapping paper
or colorful fabric scraps tied to elastic and dangled out of reach of infants cause as much delight
as expensive baubles.

Toys are children's toolschoose them with
the following in mind:
appropriate for an infant or toddler's age and
interest
sturdy so they will not shatter, crack, bend, or
break making hazardous pieces or edges exposed
safe and easily cleaned toys are washable, have

no sharp points or edges, have non-toxic
paint, and parts that are too large to choke on

multi-purpose so that creative children can
invent many uses for the toy alone or with
other children over a long period of time
Prepared by Shelley Lindauer, Graduate Assistant, and
Marcelle Straatman, Extension human development specialist, School of Home Economics.

Dear Parent: Toys and play are important for
normal development of children but more important is parent-child interaction. Infants and
toddlers need immediate loving responses from
those who care about them. Play materials add to
a child's experiences but they do not replace your
attention. Parents are baby's first toys and playmates. Playful activity with your baby will produce emotional attachments tbat are vital to the
mental, physical, and language development you
are hoping for.

Extension Service, Oregon State University, Corvallis, O.E. Smith,
director. Produced and distributed in furtherance of the Acts of
Congress of May 8 and june 30, 1914. Extension work is a cooperative program of Oregon State University, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and Oregon counties.
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